
  



 



 
  

         W e  align   ourselves   with   enlightened    management    philosophy,              

regarding people as our major assets and working always at maintaining the  

highest possible level of communication and interpersonal relations.    

         Our team is caring and future oriented and our planning and                  

programming soundly organized yet flexible. Our Company ’ s commitment to  

its ethos guarantees our consistently giving of our best in any project we un- 

dertake.   

    
O ver the past ten years, EJCO has emerged as one of the most respected  

general contracting firms in Jazan. Time and again, we exhibited our            

capability to execute large complex projects and successfully complete them  

on time, within budget and without any accidents. Our reputation of being  

excellent, resourceful and responsive is a result of our values that are            

ingrained in us since inception:   
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  EMAAR JAZAN COMPANY 
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           Telephone 
      0173259000 

  

          Fax 
          0173251777 

  

          Email 
        info@ejco - ksa.com 

  

                    Website 
      www.ejco - ksa.com 

  

Business License: 
  

  Company Commercial Registration No. 59571123  
  



 
  



 
  

      O ur dream is to make Saudi Arabia the most vibrant  

country and    financial capital of the region.    We know  

that to achieve such dream, infrastructure would play a  

crucial role. Hence, we formed  EJCO 
  to help Saudi Arabia  

  realize its dream of     becoming a leader   in this region.  

We had also decided that we will never compromise on  

our basic    principles   and   will     aim to     become the  

preferred contracting company in the Kingdom. We have  

already initiated some strong steps in that direction and  

we will realize our dream soon. ” 
  

  

  

  
  

Management Speaks 

  



 
  

  
  

               There were already many contracting companies in Saudi  

Arabia when we started, but we wanted to standout through our  

quality and  relationship that we build with our  clients, suppliers,  

government and our employees. We are happy  to share the fact  

that we have achieve  phenomenal success in this journey and  

are known today as one of the few trustworthy company ’ s which  

honours its commitments. ” 
                 



 
  

           Unlike other companies, we encourage our  

employees to innovate. This saves not only time, but money  

as well for our clients. Through the  development of realistic  

strategies and ambition over the years , we have made our  

distinct mark in the contracting field and are proud of our  

achievements. We are sure that in the years to come, EJCO  

will play a crucial role in Saudi Arabia ’ s rise as the leader in  

this part of the world. ” 
  

  



 
  

  

W e want to be known as one of the leading   

company firm of Saudi Arabia that is also known 
  

equally well internationally. We want to be known for our quality services,  

innovative approach and excellent execution of projects. We aim to exceed  

our client ’ s expectation with our commitment and efficiency. We want to  

W e are committed to offer our  
best to every project that we     
undertake. We believe in      

providing excellent services to all  

our clients. We will abide by the  

codes of conduct, government  
policies and work with highest  
level of integrity and honesty.      

All our projects shall meet all           

established standards of         
workmanship, quality, timeline  

and budgets .   

E JCO offer wide spread contracting  

services in all Saudi Arabia during our  
new strategy  2019 to 2023 and we  
applying Modern management        

systems to Promote quality, safety  
and environmental awareness to       
decrease costs   and improve our  

profit margins and create a positive  

culture throughout all our company  
segments.   



 
  

Economic Intent 
  

EJCO  identified and measured  our  key profit  
drivers and then  , developed  our strategy and  
focused  on the most important ones  to grow  
them without increasing costs and make         
business more profitable  & more  efficiency.   

EJCO  Strategy 
  

EJCO  choose the external & Organic growth strategy at the same  
time to expand in our business. This Mergers allow companies to     
rapidly gain traction to get faster results in short time and cut costs  
this give us more expanding it ’ s in a new Contracting business.   

Our Biggest Asset 
  
  

Our EJCO Staff is Biggest Asset and highly respect  
for proven expertise and capabilities in their     
respective specialties and executed major        
projects ahead of schedule, and within budget  
completions on and according to the best safety  
and quality standards   

Market Segment  
  

We began operations on small and medium scale projects, but today we are  
also present in the large scale projects for the Government, semi - government  
and private sector. We have a reputation of successful delivering projects on  
time, budget and quality.   

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

______________________________ 



 
  

Our Management Practices 

  

We believe in: 
  

*    Process re - engineering helping us re - evaluate the exiting business processes.    

*   Benchmarking/performance measurement allowing us to compete against set   

standards.   

*   Kaizen for continuous improvement culture and an environment for excellence.    

*   Learning and implementing internationally acclaimed best practices.    

      *   Getting ourselves evaluated and certified by ISO, EFQM and other certification      

    bodies to ensure excellent quality standards.    

          EJCO  management processes commence with understanding the works, the    
  achievable timeframes       and the conditions under which the works are per  

  formed.   

  



 
  

    

  

             We follow a flat structure that fastens decision making and  

bring efficiency. A representation above details the general  

structure, however some departments may have a different  

structure that the one described below. 
  

Every management  has its own team of qualified employees  

that ensure the management principles are followed and pro- 

jects are completed under the agreed conditions. 
  

  

EJCO Organizational Chart  
  



 
  

Setting the project  

objective   

Defining the scope  

of the project work   

  Identifying the  

project activities   

Defining the project  

timeframe   

  Identifying the  

project resources   

Determining the  

project budget   

Project Control  

  

EJCO control all projects by ERP system to monitor execution phase of the project and involves tracking  
the progress of the project at key points in the plan, to determine the progress made versus the plan.  
Identifying situations where there is a discrepancy between the plan and the actual progress made and if  
there is a discrepancy identify the reason for the discrepancy and then put in place actions to get the    
project on track.   

EJCO  project management systems provide for effective project management and control. We use ERP  
System that allows for accurate costing ’ s, planning, monitoring and controlling which is fully integrated  
with our management .   

All our project at EJCO will care about following steps:   

Project Management 

  



 
  

Project Quality   

  

Quality Statements  

  

EJCO   Quality team  hold the responsibility of the  
systematic monitoring and evaluation of each set  
task of the project to ensure high standards of     
quality are being attained Staff are briefed daily and  
debriefed at the end of each day, variances are  
highlighted and plans adjusted accordingly.   

  

         EJCO   quality statement has been developed by  
management to describe our commitment to      
quality, continual improvement, and reinforcing  
compliance with our quality assurance system.    



 
  

The  EJCO   safety statement has been developed by Management to  
demonstrate the full commitment from  EJCO   to protect the health,  
safety, and well - being of all persons on the job site and employed  

by the company.    

    



 
  

Road and building sector (RB)   shall ensure the  

availability of resources   for Construction  and  Pre- 

ventive   and  corrective Maintenance Service Pack- 

ages  include  Pest Control service, Cleaning Services.  

our RB Provide the following services  Building and  

Residential Housing, Site Preparation and             

Temporary Facilities    and  Civil Infrastructure         

  

    

  

In  EJCO 
   Provide   contracting services for Con- 

struction  and Operations & Maintenance fields   

in three different  sectors    Road and Building  

Sector, Electromechanically sector, Information  

and Communication Technology Sector. 
  Our  

sectors Utilized the most current technology 
  to   

provide high quality in work production and    
implementation.  

  



 
  

  . Building and Residential Housing 1 
  services : 

  

 
  Offices 

  

 
  Commercial Buildings 

  

 
  Clinics 

  

 
  Schools, Laboratories 

  

 
  Dining Halls, support shop and Security Buildings 

  

 
  High - rise Buildings 

  

 
  Iconic Landmarks/Buildings 

  

 
  Hospitals 

  

 
  Government Buildings 

  

 
  Residential Housing 

  

 
  Complex of Community Villas  

  

 
  Community Buildings 

  

 
  Parks 

    



 
 

  

2 . Site Preparation and Temporary Facilities  
  

  

Site preparation and construction work for temporary  

facilities includes the following: 
  

Site Preparation: 
  Clearing and grubbing, rough grading,      

leveling, and compaction.  
  

Landscaping (hard and soft): 
  Paved areas such as streets and  

sidewalks, traffic circle, driveways, retaining walls, and soft - 

scape, which includes grass, plants, trees, flower beds, etc.,  

along with installation of water sprinkler and irrigation/ 

drainage system. 
  

Temporary Facilities: 
  Temporary access roads and storm drain- 

age system. Temporary security fences and gates, and tempo- 

rary camps: portable housing, kitchens and utilities, water sup- 

ply and treatment system, fire water, temporary fire station,  

lighting, first aid utilities, and all other support facilities re- 

quired in temporary facilities intended for projects under con- 

struction. 
  

  



 

  

. Civil Infrastructure  3 
  

Civil Infrastructure and Underground Utilities Construction work includes  
construction of:   

  

 
  Highways   

 
  City Roads   

 
  Bridges   

 
  Tunnels   

  

Electromechanical sector 
  

Electromechanical Sector   EM )  shall ensure the availability of resources   for Construction  and  Preventive   and   ( 

corrective Maintenance Service Packages  for   Electromechanical Sector  provide the following   services  Underground  
Facilities, Electrical Works , Mechanical Works and  Civil Infrastructure .   

  

 Underground Facilities  1)   

   Underground Piping   

   Electrical Utilities   

   District Cooling Plant   

   Storm Water Construction   

   Drilling Water Wells   

   Water and Sanitary Sewer Distribution   

   Underground Drainage System   

   Fire Protection System including Fire Stations   

  



 

  

. Electrical Works   4 
  

We have    expertise  in all electrical   works a   electrical repairs, installations  

and safety inspections, indoor and outdoor installations. We do internal and  

external wiring, switch gear maintenance, panel boards, installation of ELCB,  

Fire alarm and fire extinguisher/blanket inspection Electrical system preven- 

tive  corrective maintenance. EM Sector  provide the following electric works.   

  

  A)    High voltage    

              -   Electrical substations   

              -   Power distribution grids   

              -   Installation of transformers    

              -   Circuit breakers/ switchgear   

  
  



 

  



 

  

C. Mechanical Works 
  

O ur EM Sector  provide complete mechanical  
services for all types of large and small       

projects, assist and design - build.   We can  
provide Mechanical Service, Preventative  
Maintenance and Mechanical Installations by  
the  following :   

  

-    Commercial buildings    WE provide  new  
and renovations Mechanical Systems          
Installation heating, ventilation air          
conditioning and plumbing,   piping systems of  
med gas, pure water, radioactive waste,     
process, etc.   

  

-   High  rise  residential  we provide           

Mechanical systems installation  heating,  
ventilation air conditioning and plumbing  
light industrial and specialty piping          
mechanical installation specialty piping        
systems of med gas, pure  water, radioactive  
waste, process, etc.   

  

  

  

 Air Conditioning service  1) 
  

In our O&M Sector we provide  
clean , maintenance and operation  

all type of  air conditioner without  

any mess like   a Window     &  Split ,  

packaged    air condition.   

  



 

 

 Plumbing services 2)   

  

We are ready to respond to all plumbing needs in building, from  

installing a new dishwasher, redesigning your bathroom or fixing  

any leak. Our specialists are focused on providing the best solu- 

tion for your building to be water safe proofed and functional. 
  

  

3)   Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)    Systems   

  

Our Scope of Duct works:   

 
  Fabrication of Galvanized Iron Ducts    

 
  Installation & Insulation   

 
  Fixing of duct   

 
  Air outlets   

 
  Machine connection   

 
  Volume control dampe r   Fire Damper, ,    

 
  Sound Attenuators   

 
  Fans   

 
  Splitter Damper with all accessories   

 
  Access doors   

    Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)   
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. Scope of Machine Unit Works : 4 
  

 
  Installing of indoor machine 

  

 
  Installing of outdoors machine 

  

 
  Direct Expansion Machine Works  (FAN COIL UNIT)   

 
  Direct Expansion Machine Works (CU ’ s) 

  

 
  Copper Piping   

 
  Testing and Commissioning   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

: . Scope of Chilled Water Pipe Works 5 
  

   Chilled Water Pipe installation 
  

-   Supports   

-   Malleable Iron   threaded   fittings     

-   Butt weld fitting with insulation including Canvas cloth vapour barrier,     

  including all fittings, accessories, Valves   

- 
  Testing Commissioning 

  

  

  



 
  

6 . Fire Fighting 

  

  

EJCO   offers total solution in Fire Detection, Fire Alarm and Fire   
Extinguishing System for the protection of entire range of                

Industries and Application such as  -   Power plant, Office building,  

Residential buildings and Factory sheds, etc. 
  

  

O ne of our main functions is Design, Supply and Installation of Fire  

Fighting System. We provide total fire - fighting solution in most  

prestigious developments around KSA.   

We are well managed by a team of qualified and experienced fire  

officers, engineers, skilled technicians and mechanics ready to take  

on any job of whatsoever nature and volume.   



 
  

Information, Communication  

  

& Technology (ICT) SECTOR 

  

  

I t  is  newest sectors  of EJCO deals with providing comprehensive, innovative and latest  

ICT solutions for establishments like Airports, Monuments, City centers, Railways,            

Highways, Retail, Commercial and Industrial hubs. Solutions include software, hardware  

and networks to enable high capacity data transfer that is crucial for this sector.    

We provide solutions in the following categories:    

1 - Network solutions   

Design, installation, administration and supporting the Local & Wide Area Network (LAN  

& WAN) based on latest platforms like Windows or Linux OS. These include server          

solutions as well.   

2 - Data Center Solutions     

Our ICT Sector can construct of a data center and harness all data center works like        

electricity, building, roofing, communications works from within and outside the               

organization and deploy them for cabling and Wireless Infrastructure and we works with  
you to design world - class voice and data network infrastructures that are right for your           
company's needs.   

3 - Wireless solutions :   

Best in class services are provided by Our ITC  for WiMax, WiFi, VHF/UHF, Microwave and  
VISAT solutions under challenging environments. Correctly designed and reliable wireless  

services improve your productivity and helps in keeping costs under control.    

  

  

  



 
  

4 
  - 

  Mobile Communication 
  

  W e work in our ITC sector  closely with almost all the telecom operators to  

install their GSM, GPRS, UMTS, and VoIP networks. We provide Mobile  

Communication solutions for troubleshooting, improvement in network  

performance & Service Quality, service fulfilment, infrastructure              

management, and network management systems.   

  

5 - Video Surveillance  
  

w e provide complete networked security and surveillance solutions.         

Our focus is on high - quality, real - time video transmission that is integrated  

with digital video storage devices, motion detection and tracking            

mechanisms, number plate recognition and physical security systems.  
  

  

  



 
  

6 . In Building Signal Solutions 
  

  
Our ITC provide several  

technologies of In - Building 
  

Signal Solutions 
    and we having  

all required experience and     

expertise to offer Full Signal    

solution including design/ 

consultancy, Indoor Active &  

Passive Solutions, Testing, Com- 

missioning and optimization.    

Our signal solution used to receive  

the weak signal by distance, to- 

pography, building  structure,  

and/or other reasons. We are so  

confident in the quality of our   
  

signal solution , we used  in   
  

houses, hotels ,tunnels, oil rigs,  

mines, navy  ships and trains .   



 
  

ICT Products & Services 
  

  

Our ICT     offers products and services to our  

CUSTOMERS by the following products:   

 
  Mobile communication products , we  

offering feeder, cables, antenna,             

microwave, measurement instrument  
and any customer needs product for  

GSM, UMTS, LTE.   

 
  Wireless products  -   we offering TETRA/ 

TETRAPOL, WLAN & WiMax, VISAT          

television & radio; radio - link networks;  

LMR/PMR; and HF .   

   Communication accessory  -   We offering    

Jamming and Anti - jamming systems,  

Wireless security, Systems encoding,      

Amplification system, Microwave system,  
Surveillance systems, Radars system,  

UHF /VHF systems, RF Tracking, Filters,  

Satellite communication, Mobile satellite.   

 
  Smart home systems  -   We offering    wire- 

less speaker systems  and boosting sys- 

tems (We provide a unique boosting sys- 

tems solution for all types  of signals such   
mobile signals, WLAN signal, Radio signal  

at building, Vehicle, Ships, etc.).   

 
  Fibber and Copper     cables  -   we offering    

all types of  Cables  Solutions  
SMF ,MMF ,CAT 5,6   

       The fact that the products and brands  
offered by ITC at EJCO  are approved by  

all major players / end - users in Saudi  

Arabia gives confidence when installing  

these items at their job sites.   

  

  



 
 

  

FIBER OPTIC SOLUTION 
  

  

O ur  ICT  handle all OSP / ISP construction requirements for physical layer    connectivity,  

lay ing and splicing and terminating services for new builds, rebuilds or  upgrades    you  

need to make sure your OSP/ISP infrastructure is ready to deliver against those      

expecta tions.    

  

We have all of the necessary equipment to build, repair, and maintain, indoor/outdoor    

OSP/ISP network solutions networks. Our equipment includes bucket trucks, splice    

trailers, boring machines, fibre meters, fibre detectors, Optical Time Domain  Reflect me ters  

( OTDR), and Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) testing equipment.    



 
  



 
  



 
  



 
  



 
  



 
 


